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It’s a Gold Rush

year ago, Charlie Chaplin’s call for peace
from his legendary movie The Great Dictator inspired the cover of our magazine for KMW 2014. Now, I have picked another
one of his great masterpieces as a metaphor
to describe what’s happening in Ukraine – The
Gold Rush. But first a small prequel.
Ever since its inception, the TV industry
in Ukraine had been “sponsored” by “benevolent” billionaires whose main goal was controling public opinion and influencing politics
in the country in order to facilitate the growth
of their other business assets. Any other type
of business model – most notably CME’s spell
in Ukraine - proved to be a failure. It seemed
like the “benevolent” model is the only possible model in a country like Ukraine. Until the
Euromaidan happened…
Yanukovych ran away, Russia readily took
Crimea and promoted the creation of the
Donbass republics. Ukraine was no longer
the same. Russia was no longer the same for
Ukraine. Billionaires from both sides of the
border lost fortunes. The government resorted
to desperate measures in the propaganda war
with Russia. The “benevolent” model whose
essence lay in the broadcast of ready-to-air
content from Russia came to an abrupt end.
The Gold Rush was started. Just like Chaplin’s
character, Ukrainian channels were forced to
go out in the blistering cold and dig for the
life-saving gold – new, truly viable business
models. The blunt reality of the collapsing
economy and soaring inflation spelled nothing but doom for the industry. The boots were
taken out and put on the table, just in case.
The outcome of this fight for survival is still
far from clear as we start seeing small sparks of
hope. Ukrainian channels have shown strong
will to reinvent the market and change the
game with more original productions, optimized budgets, introduction of international
standards and investment in local talent.

Will they strike gold?
www.tvbizz.net
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THE BIG GAME

THE BIG GAME

Free sports channels for
Belarus and Russia

Uzbekistan to switch off analog TV in 2017,
Ukraine in 2018
Uzbekistan secured a loan of $63 million from the Japan Bank for International
Cooperation (JBIC) and Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp which will be used for
the switch to digital TV broadcasting. The Uzbek Government plans to allocate
$92 million to reach a 100-percent coverage of digital TV on the territory of the
Republic by the end of 2017.
Meanwhile, the National Council on Television and Radio Broadcasting decided that the analog switch off process will be postponed to June 30, 2018. The
reason for this is the insufficient coverage of digital transmissions, lack of digital equipment and the unclear status of the only DTT provider Zeonbud.

As of July 1, sports channel Belarus 5 became
part of the the public TV package, mandatory
for distribution in Belarus. The country’s first
sports channel was launched on pay TV in October 2013 offering major live sports events.
Russia is also about to get a free national sports channel as Match TV will launch in
October. The channel will operate on the frequencies of Rossiya 2 which Gazprom Media
acquired from VGTRK for 9 billion rubles.

376 Russian productions
banned in Ukraine

Channel 7 bets on
entertainment
Kazakhstan’s Channel 7 is changing its
broadcasting concept and will position
itself as an entertainment net starting
with next year. The first big changes in
the programming grid will take place
this fall, as confirmed by the channel’s
GM Kuat Bahridinov. The net stopped
airing news in June.

KRTK changes profile

Watch and date on TNT
TNT’s popular relatinship drama Sweet
Life was turned into a dating project by
the channel. The idea to create a dating
site came from the storyline in the second season: one of the characters, Vadim, convinced his wife to have an open
relationship and look for possible options
on truelove.tnt-online.ru. Anyone older than 18 years old can participate in the
project. In order to make the search of a
partner more effective, the users have to
pass a psychological test.

The Kyrgyz Public Radio and Television
Corporation (KRTK) plans to drastically
change the programing grid, refocusing
towards a wider population, according to
its DG Ilim Karypbekov.
The primetime content of the channel is likely to include programs of social, cultural, economic themes as well as
children shows and less political shows
(which until recently filled 92% of the airtime). The company will also invest more
in own content.

The Ukrainian State Cinema Agency has
banned a total of 376 Russian movies
and series in the past year. The list includes 162 Russian productions (films,
series, cartoons) that were made after
January 2014. The agency has formed
a committee which will evaluate movies made before 2014 for anti-Ukrainian
propaganda.

Rostelecom and
VGTRK eye LatAm
Rostelecom plans to invest 2 billion rubles in Digital Television, its joint company with Russian state broadcaster
VGTRK, in an attempt to conquer the Latin American market. The money will be
used to launch a TV channel with Russian series in South America and a telenovela channel in Russia. Also, the
educational net IQ HD and animation
channel Ani will start airing in Brazil
and Mexico among other Latin countries.
The goal is to reach 1.8 million households next year, and 46 million by 2019.

Lattelecom launches
360TV
Lattelelcom is shaking up the status quo
on the Latvian TV market this fall with
the launch of its first channel – 360TV. It
will be headed by former MTG Baltics CEO
Kaspars Ozolins.
Each day of the week will be devoted to one theme: Cinema Monday, Sports
Tuesday, Idea Wednesday, Her Thursday,
Music Friday, Hobby Saturday and Culture Sunday. For each of the themes, the
channel will offer the original daily program Domnīca with interviews and reports on exciting people in Latvia, as well
as life stories and documentaries about
international celebrities.

Belarusian ad market tumbles
Vondel Media Agency has forecast a 23% advertising decline in 2015, compared to an 8%
drop last year. TV, in particular, is expected to drop by 30%, staying ahead of the internet which will be the only segment with flat growth.
Some experts are even predicting a 40% drop due to devaluation of the Belarusian
ruble, lower income from international trade and weaker consumer activities.

Lithuania limits distribution of
Russian channels
Kitchen opens in Georgia
Georgian net GDS is preparing a local
adaptation of the popular Russian sitcom Kitchen under the title Mzareulebi
(The Chefs). The comedy series will premiere this fall. The first season counts
20 episodes that will air in primetime.
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On October 1, will enter into force the new amendments
to the Public Information Act in Lithuania which will see
the Russian channels disappear from the basic packages of
the pay-TV operators. Anyone who wants to watch the Russian programs will have to pay extra. The measure is part of
the efforts of the Lithuanian government to fight “war propaganda”.
According to the President’s Administration, Russian channels which feature propaganda are continuously
watched by 15% of Lithuania’s viewers.

Masha and Netflix
The popular cartoon Masha and the Bear became the first Russian production offered
by Netflix in the US this August. The
show is listed among The 250 TV Shows
Destined to Be Classics, completed by the
American Animation Magazine.
The animated series is originally
aired on Rossiya 1 and Carousel. It 40th
episode, Krasota – Strashnaya Sila, became
the most popular video of 2014 in Russia.
It generated more than 80 million views
in nine months.

MGU invests in fiction,
OTT service
Media Group Ukraine, which operates
channel Ukraina, plans to produce over
400 hours of fiction this year. The first
title, Jewelers Clan, is already on air posting solid ratings in the access slot.
In August, the group’s OTT service
Oll.tv, launched a new pay-TV service offering about 100 Ukrainian and international TV channels, split in several
thematic packages. Users also have access to a video library with thousands
of movies , cartoons, programs, music videos and live broadcasts of football
matches.

CTC gets a Second Screen
CTC Media has just launched a channel-wide CTC. Second Screen app. According to the broadcaster, this is the
first channel-wide product in Russia
and Europe and also one of the world’s
firsts.
CTC. Second Screen uses sound to
sync a mobile device with a TV offering the viewers of CTC an opportunity
to follow shows simultaneously on two
screens. It will cover all CTC programming throughout the 2015-2016 season
with extra content.
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NEW BEGINNINGS

ARE WE WITNESSING A TV
REVOLUTION IN UKRAINE?
he past few years have seen
turbulent changes in Ukraine,
starting from the protests of
the Euromaidan, the annexation of
Crimea and the outburst of the military conflict in Eastern Ukraine and
continuing with the soaring inflation,
the crash of the hryvnia and the
Ukrainian economy. Ukraine is now
a much more different country than
what it used to be less than two
years ago.
This fall, for the first time this
will also be reflected in the programming policies of the leading
Ukrainian broadcasters. After the
ban of Russian productions in the
country and the steep decline of the
ad market and reduced ad quotas
per broadcast hour, the channels
were forced to adapt to the new
market conditions in just a few
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months. All of a sudden, everyone
needed fresh content and a new
strategy in the extreme times of
uncertainty. In just a few months,
the nets commissioned more new
productions than what they would
usually do in a year or two before
the changes.
To us, as outside observers, all
these abrupt changes seem like
Ukrainian TV’s very revolution – a
process which will see the creation
of a brand new market which will
have little or no resemblance to
what television in Ukraine used to
be four, five years ago.
Alexandra Egumenova and Georgi
R. Chakarov tried to find out what
the heads of the leading market
think about the ongoing changes
with one key question: “Are we witnessing a TV revolution in Ukraine?”
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NEW BEGINNINGS

Anna Bezliudna
Head of Inter Media Group

NEW BEGINNINGS

Anna Bezliudna:
Long-term planning
is impossible
NO, we are not witnessing a revolution. Ukrainian television is going through difficult times of slender economy and partial uncertainty. It is actually very difficult
since companies can plan their development strategy only
when there is an understanding of the resources they can
rely on.
Moreover, the nature of television is rational, it acts
as a large ship - it swings slowly, sets the course and
moves in the new direction without sudden stops or sharp
turns. This is why long-term planning is appropriate for
the industry. It is, however, impossible to do so in the
current economic situation and state of the advertising
market.
I do not see any prerequisites for growth. Yes, we
observed some changes on the legislative level – the quantity of advertising per hour decreased from 12 to 9 minutes,
for example. Since there are less advertising slots now,
their price went up. Can we make money from that? Yes,
absolutely. This, however, does not mean the expansion of
the advertising market as it is. There need to be economic
factors for that to happen.
Regarding Russian series, I am against any kinds of
bans. They are outdated, counterproductive and illogical.
The market should be a market and artificial restrictions
never promote its growth and development.
Representatives of the TV industry have approached
the government with suggestions to introduce certain
changes to the legislation several times; for example, to
impose temporary incentives for the development of own
production. Otherwise, it is impossible to invest in such
conditions. It is also impossible to produce high-quality
series or movies in two-three months. Maybe, they should
introduce a five-year tax break, which would allow companies launch their own full-scale production. A range of
negotiations are happening now, and we as an industry
expect to receive support. At the end of the day, it is not
about making a one-time project.
The question is whether it is possible to create a TV
series production factory to fill the air with high-quality content to the necessary extent. Of course, we have
to emphasize on our own production instead of acquiring
Western or Asian product. People will not watch content
from abroad all the time – the mentality, reality, priorities and focus are different. We have experimented a lot
in this direction and concluded that it is better to film our
own shows. But let me repeat myself, there need to be the
right conditions for own production.
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Inter's new season
We want to provide our viewers with an
understanding that they are not alone
and there are people who care about
them. So, the slogan of this season on
Inter is Love Will Save The World.
We are launching the legendary local
show Love at First Sight with a new feeling. Since Inter is not a youth channel
but a universal one, which is oriented
at mainly adult audience, we think they
would be interested in watching a format that aged with them.
In September, we are launching Happiness from the Tube. 9 Months Later. This is
a continuation of our popular project:
the time has passed and the babies were
born. All of the participants had absolute disbelief and despair in their eyes
in the beginning, and now we get to
observe how their lives have changed in
just a year.
We are also filming a very interesting historical project – Time Travels, in
which we involved the hosts of various
original projects of Inter. We observed
that many people keep living like there
is no past and no history behind us. We
do not want to live like this - we want
to remember. How did people live 100
years ago, what were they like? We seem
to look the same as they did, but our
behavioral models have changed greatly.
Why and how did it happen? The contrast in some cases blows the mind.
Traditionally, we will feature marathons since they became a part of the

brand of the channel and a systematic
event on Inter – marathons for Victory
Day, Independence Day and St Nicholas
Day.
Inter is more than just TV. It is my
strong belief that TV needs to go beyond
the airtime. There needs to be an impact
not only towards the events on the
screen, but towards those that happen in life. Most of the time, our projects aim at making changes in the lives
of our viewers, and we want the lives
of our viewers to change for the better.
We want them to find soulmates and
together get involved in important deeds
and acts of kindness.
For example, our initiative to restore
monuments of the Red Army soldiers
Nobody is Forgotten, Nothing is Forgotten received support from many people around the country. Same goes to
the project Our Regiment, where people share the stories and photos of their
grandparents who went through the
war. This fall, Inter will also present the
photo book People of the Victory about
the veterans who came on the show
Morning with Inter.
Inter is the channel of special events:
we want and aspire to make the viewers
see life in all its colors. On top of that,
we will continue our successful projects – Concerns Everyone, Wait for Me, We Cook
Together and Morning with Inter. No need to
list all the projects – our audience loves
and knows them very well.
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NEW BEGINNINGS

Ievgen Liashchenko
Director of Media Group Ukraine

NEW BEGINNINGS

Ievgen Liashchenko:
Not revolution, but
accelerated evolution
UKRAINIAN TV continues its development in the course
that has been set at least five years ago, maybe even earlier. The events of the past year just accelerated the process. I believe the course of any Ukrainian TV channel with
a business model is the minimization of risks related to
content - primarily foreign, the transition to production
commissioned by the channel and an increase of own
production.   
The negative side of the ban on Russian series is the
inevitable decline of the quality of content over a relatively short period of time. Let me explain, all the channels suddenly found themselves in need of large volumes
of content but there were not enough people to produce,
nor enough money because of the economic crisis. I don’t
think everyone will overcome the difficulties of this period
easily. Some experts have already started talking about a
surplus of TV channels on the market.
The positive side of the ban is the emergence of new
effective solutions in production, new ideas and new faces.
I expect new formats, primarily of Ukrainian production.
We systematically invest in our own production, produce and acquire content. We have to do so to keep our
leading position. The library that we have today is not
enough to fill the air, that is why expanding it is one of
our priorities now.
If we talk about our flagship channel Ukraina, we continue the realization of the approved strategy, slightly
changing the structure of access primetime during weekdays, strengthening the news broadcasts, launching new
projects on weekends, and actively looking for partners for
co-production of primetime content.
I do not see any options for co-productions (with Russia) in the near future. There is, however, a possibility
to attract certain specialists from Russia to Ukraine, but
only those who do not have any restrictions be means of
personal beliefs or political position.
We also expect the ad downfall to stop. The recent
data shows that the market has stabilized. The advertisers started investing more actively in TV ads, which
is exactly what our analysts predicted. After the stabilization we expect the market to grow. Next year it should
expand at a fairly good rate.
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StarLightMedia Group:
Recovery from next year
StarLightMedia commented that the negative side of the ban of Russian series lies in the
approach – a cultural ban and logic that if something that comes from outside is banned,
there will automatically appear local product that is not worse in quality.
The company plans to invest in local productions and commission content from production studio partners. Based on StarLightMedia’s estimations, the group’s channels
currently have the biggest joint production in Eastern Europe which, including the news,
reaches 5.000 hours a year. More than 3.000 people are involved in the process. Own production was included in the development strategy of StarLightMedia even before 2014.
From SLM expect that the Ukrainian TV advertising market will remain on the same
level at the end of 2015 as it was in 2014 – around $170 million. Starting with 2016, the
company forecasts growth and consider increasing the prices as television today significantly lags behind the overall consumer inflation, which since the beginning of the crisis will reach 70-80%, according to their estimations. In some cases, prices of products
have increased by more than the currency inflation. Television, on the other hand, has
tied its prices to the hryvnia and has not raised them since.

SLM's new season
This year STB started the new season
with projects of their own production
earlier than all other channels. The premieres of MasterChef and The Biggest Loser
scored great ratings right away - much
higher than during the previous seasons
and higher than the shows of the competitors in the same timeslot.
STB has been the leader on the TV
market when it comes to the commercially attractive audience in the last five
years – it works with the same formats
and vertical programming, but experiments all the time.
Such experiments have to do with
the essence of content: which characters the authors pick to participate in
the projects, which tests they have to go
through, and which new rules are implemented. The creative teams of STB often
go beyond the bible of the format, and
the right holders approve such novelties.
For example, the viewers of The Biggest
Loser will see families compete with each
other this season, instead of individuals.
It adds up a major drama element since
it features the relationship between the
members of the family on top of the personal fight within each participant. So
You Think You Can Dance will allow children

to take part and compete with adults.
Other experiments include the placement of projects in the viewing grid: if
one show used to be in the same slot the
entire fall, this time, several projects will
exchange timeslots. This is the first time
STB will air their regular spring show
Daddy’s House in the fall. While Honey We’re
Killing The Kids will air after Save Our Family.
The new season of ICTV features an
unprecedentedly high number of series
of own production – eight premieres
over just a few months. Four new shows
launch on September 1: Konstantin’s Code,
Investigators, The Dog and Department 44. Four
more detective premieres will follow soon
after. ICTV will also feature more humor
this season. Dizel Studio is preparing the
new sketch show Na Troikh (Three Ways); on
top of that, Dizel will present four new
concerts from the Friday night Dizel Show
as well as the morning section Dizel Morning part of Morning in the Big City.
Channel Novy, the leader among
the young audience, will present lots of
shows of own production, such as SuperIntuition (Identity), The Halves, Project Love, How to
Become a Supermodel, as well as the proven
hits – Supermodelo, Swindlers on the Web and
Inspector.
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NEW BEGINNINGS

Viktoriya Liezina-Maslyana
Executive Producer at 1+1
Production
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Viktoriya LiezinaMaslyana: Reinventing
the business model
Modern Ukrainian TV is fated to develop at the turn of
eras. In addition to business objectives we are also facing the challenges of worldview transformation. It is a
huge responsibility and we have no right to misuse the
trust of our audience. The experience of recent years has
shown that TV’s influence can change the mood of society. As for the business processes, it is obvious that we
need to build them according to economic viability and
taking into account that the media in Ukraine are more
subsidized than business projects. So we have to rebuild
the model on which the market is operating.
The positive aspect of the ban of Russian series is that
we have a historic opportunity to develop local content and
stop being dependent on the will of the Russian market.
On the other hand, it is quite difficult for channels and
producers to make long-term investments in the conditions of economic crisis. The Russian market cannot be
considered closed for Ukrainian TV production, but as of
today the content for Russia and Ukraine is significantly
different. The political factor when there is a ban of artists, topics and even internal censorship on both sides,
nullifies the possibility to show original, not adapted content in both territories.
We have to find options to produce the content which
will be economically viable and effective from the viewpoint of the interest of the audience. And I want to believe
that the program grids will be filled with local products.
Also, we need to soberly assess the market opportunities and be proactive. The crisis on the advertising market
will not last forever, so we need to be competitive in the
face of growing demand for local content.

Vladimir Zelensky:We have
something to offer
Vladimir Zelensky
co-founder and
Creative Producer
of Kvartal 95

I do not fully understand what you mean
by ‘state of revolution’ on TV. If you mean
the fact that the Ukrainian media market
is going through some very serious structural and qualitative changes, then yes,
you can call them ‘revolutionary’. The TV
channels have strong interest in acquiring
good content produced in Ukraine – miniseries, long-running series, movies, and TV
projects. This is one of the favorable factors
for the development of the industry in the
country.
At the same time, we certainly cannot
ignore the decline of the advertising market which, in turn, causes the reduction of
acquisition budgets and production budgets. This means that we have to produce
strong, competitive product, but with limited amount of funds. We also have to find
the optimal price-quality balance which
would correspond with the high bar set by
Ukrainian TV and the level of production
that the viewers are used to. This is not the
easiest task, it is a challenge. I think the
professionals will be able to pull it off.
Today, we are actively developing several new lines of business. They include
our own animation studio which produces
52 minutes of animation per week, while
the resources are enough to complete 76
minutes. Recently, we have patented a
new know-how related to animation, a
new approach to creating animated content. We are open to collborating with foreign partners in this segment. Other directions we are developing right now include
an online platform for entertainment on TV
and mobile. This is why we always have a

high number of commissions and projects
to work on, regardless of the situation with
the Russian series.
We are not afraid of competition. Today
we are talking about looking for new ways
of development and new forms of mutually
beneficial partnerships, including with
foreign partners – TV channels, production
companies, majors and distributors. We
have something to offer to partners abroad.
Our formats Make the Comedian Laugh (Crack
Them Up), Maidance (Go Dance!) and I Want in VIA
Gra (Claim to Fame), indeed sell well to various markets. The same applies to our films
and series.
Right now, we are working on several
new projects. One of them is Public Servant
(Sluga Naroda), a political comedy series
about what would happen if an ordinary,
honest person from the public, such as a
school teacher, becomes the President of
the country. This is, in a way, an inverted
House of Cards. Another series, Relatives (Rodstvennichki), is a kind, funny and sometimes
a sad story of fathers and sons. We have finished filming a full-feature movie – 8 Best
Dates; the premiere is planned for December 2015.
We want to produce a principally new
animated product, which has a huge potential to be popular among viewers, and therefore high chances for commercial success
. At the same time, this project could be
interesting for all types of markets; this is
not a local story. This is why we are here
at KIEV MEDIA WEEK, and will be going to
MIPCOM in October. “Kvartal 95” is wide
open for partnerships.
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Victoria Yarmoshchuk
CEO Media Resources
Management
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Victoria Yarmoshchuk:
Coproductions as one of
the keys to recovery
This year is eager to become a really revolutionary one for the Ukrainian
TV market. The negative development in the economy of the state
have led to an unprecedented decrease of the advertising revenues of
Ukrainian broadcasters (counting in $ or € the TV ad market volume has
fallen more than twice). This influenced the broadcasters’ acquisition
and production budgets a lot, so they started looking for more reasonable prices from their contractors.
Also, at the beginning of June some amendments to the Law on
Broadcasting came into the force. These amendments reduce significantly the quantity of Russian-produced TV content in the air of
Ukrainian TV channels. Moreover, this year the Ukrainian Parliament
voted for the reduction of TV advertising time from 20% to 15% in the
broadcast hour.
Ukrainian TV channels faced the ban of large volumes of Russia-made content without any preparation for such dramatic and fast
changes. They did not have enough time to stock up on non-prohibited
content, so they suffered from content shortage during the first months
after the ban implementation (viewers noticed a big number of reruns).
The broadcasters reduced the acquisition volumes of Russian-made
content and increased the volume of locally produced TV shows and
programs as well as the quantity of American and European scripted
dramas/comedies and feature films. Turkish series still remain rather
popular in Ukraine.
The positive influence of this ban for the Ukrainian TV and production market is not so obvious right now, but is predictable for the nearest future. There will definitely be much more local-made content, its
quantity will definitely influence its quality improvement.
There are really a lot of revolutionary changes that are forcing
Ukrainian broadcasters to fill in the content gaps by means of developing their in-house production as well as commissioning large portions
of content from local independent producers and searching for co-producers from the other countries.
Moreover, we expect to see more co-productions with international
partners. But taking into account the present state of affairs with governmental support of the Ukrainian film industry we can talk right
now only about co-production support in terms of feature films, documentaries and animation. Unfortunately, Ukraine still hasn’t implemented neither production support incentives for local producers, nor
incentives to attract foreign production companies here (like tax credit
or cash rebate).
But we are on this way at the moment. For instance, last month the
largest Ukrainian TV and film production companies founded the initiative group #KinoKrayina (#КіноКраїна, translated from Ukrainian as
Film Country) in an effort to develop a working, sustainable and competitive industry of mainstream feature films and TV series in Ukraine.
The work of this initiative group assumes great changes in the sphere of
production support from the state and the implementation of a strong
and healthy system to attract foreign producers to shoot in Ukraine and
to create a really great number of co-productions.

Igor Fedorov:Only the
strongest will survive
Igor Fedorov
Director of Russian-based
producer and distributor Intra
Communications

I would say that we went through several
crisis situations but this one is the hardest
one. Because it’s unpredictable and caused
by not only economic reasons. Due to the
reduction of advertising revenues and the
impossibility to plan future acquisitions, as
well as the full uncertainty around the economic situation, channels in Russia have
almost stopped buying new stuff preferring
to show their own library shows instead, or
using the product that they bought before.
And as a domino effect, the situation in
Russia has hit all the other markets in CIS.
To stay in the game we still produce new
series. Sooner or later, the channels will
need new titles. We have about one more
year or so to see and evaluate the development of the situation. We also try to see if
we can go to the other markets outside of
Russia and CIS since it looks like the current
crisis will stay for a long time.
In Russia, we see more demand for
patriotic titles. Documentaries about Russia
and its history. Demand for foreign products is almost zero.
The ban of Russian-produced series in
Ukraine has a negative impact on all Russian producers but we hope that sooner or
later there will be opportunities for Russian
series to return to Ukrainian TV channels.
The only positive side is that Ukrainian TV
channels have an extremely strong motivation to develop their own series production.
Like most of our Russian colleagues, we
lost the possibility to sell most of our library
and new titles to Ukraine. On the other
hand, we are legally a US company and we
have joint productions with Film.UA. We
have been successfully working together for
about 10 years and we still keep on producing together. We have done one telenovela
and now our fifth joint series is being produced, despite the circumstances. And we
are happy about it.
However, I am afraid this crisis will last
for several years and only the strongest will
survive.
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Elective Affinities

by Maria Chiara Duranti

First ever Italian-Ukrainian documentary co-production
This May representatives of Italian production company Ruvido flew to Kiev with the idea to find
partners for their new project. As a result, the company is now joining forces with Film.UA for the
first ever Italian-Ukrainian documentary co-production. Elective Affinities will showcase the visual
imagery of illustrators and graphic novelists who recreate timeless literary works.

Simona Falcone, producer
Elective Affinities, Ruvido

Stills from Film.UA’s acclaimed documentary productions Jules
Verne - A life long journey, The History of Criminalistics,
Archimedes - The master of numbers and BFS.
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imona, tells us more about Elective
Affinities?
The core of Elective Affinities is contamination between two different languages,
graphic animation and literary prose,
which blend together mixing creativity and visual imagery of illustrators
and graphic novelists with the power
of timeless literary works. A selection
of books, carefully selected among the
great classics of world literature, meet
the excellence of contemporary animation. From this strange encounter comes
a new version of the most famous stories
of all time.
During each episode we’ll witness
the unfolding of a story – for instance
Captain Achab, Anna Karenina, Emma
Bovary, or Huckelberry Finn’s one through the intense reading of an actor
or an actress combined with the artwork of some of Itlay’s most talented
illustrators.
Each episode will have its own internal balance, mainly due to the different
animation techniques that will be used.
Nonetheless, we imagine a kind of general balance among every single ‘part’ of
the project. The narrator will open with
a brief introduction that summarizes
the work. This introduction could also
be made by an expert, a major character (a publisher, a translator, a critic, a

writer).
The narrator reads excerpts from
the book, not in studio but in suggestive and always different locations. The
excerpts from the book that will be animated will be accompanied by a voiceover narrator and/or original music; then
the artist will introduce us to the artist
working in his studio; telling us about
the technique he decided to use, how he
decided to ‘treat’ the book and the characters, what is the affinity that led him
to choose that book and not another one.
How does it work? What are the Italian parts and what are the Ukrainian
ones? Will you film in Ukraine?
We are still investigating aspects of production as well the project is still in
progress; we will work to plan the production schedule from September; certainly the idea is to work closely, as long
as the artistic direction is entirely Italian - also and especially for the artists
and authors involved so far - we are open
to share experience and skills and we
do not exclude to work together on this
front in order to obtain a product suitable for the Italian Market and the International one.
The idea is to maintain unity of direction and photography while differentiating the shooting in some aspects, on the
basis of the peculiarities of the Italian
market and the foreign market. We do
not exclude to split the shooting between
Italy and Ukraine, as well as post-producing partly or wholly in Kiev.
How did you come up with the idea for
a coproduction?
We thought that the project Elective Affinities had the potential to be interesting
not only for the Italian market, we felt
that it could have a breath more “internationally”, so we tried to find a good
partner interested in developing the
project.

What did you know about TV in
Ukraine? Have you ever worked with
them?
We have never worked with any
Ukrainian company, for us this is the
first time. We were very curious to
deepen the ways of co-production of
this project and so we traveled to Kiev
last May and the impact has been very
positive: we found great professionalism, technologies and skilled staff and
we are confident that this collaboration
could open the way for new interesting
projects.
Did your company feel the effect of the
conflict in Eastern Ukraine?
Well, it’s difficult to answer as we have
never worked for an Eastern European
country, for us this is the first experience, of course we would like to think
that TV could be not involved in political
issues, but it’s impossible…
Are you looking for more partners
after this experience?
Ruvido is a company that has not ever
worked abroad, this is a very interesting
challenge for us and a great opportunity.

RUVIDO PRODUZIONI
was founded in 1995
by a team of skilled
professionals specialized in television productions, documentaries and fiction, and is
currently associated to Sosia & Pistoia artist’s management agency. The Italian outfit
is specialized in docu & factual, light entertainment & comedy and stand up shows.
The company’s most successful productions include scripted reality series Amore
Criminale (Rai 3), primetime show Il Meglio
d’Italia (Rai 1); and a documentary about immigration in Italy titled Come il Peso dell’Acqua – Weight of Water (Rai 3). Curently in
production is a new primetime entertainment show for Rai 3 titled L’Erba dei Vicini.
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Film.UA’s docudrama
about Italian genius
Leonardo won awards
at the international
festivals in Hamburg
and Houston and the
US International Film
& Video Festival

Kateryna Vyshnevska,
Head of Development and
Co-Productions at Film.UA

FILM.UA GROUP is a
leading Ukrainian media
company and a creative
powerhouse, firmly established both in CIS and
beyond. Through vertical integration of all
key film and TV production processes (development, production and adaptation, distribution and delivery) Film.UA Group is a
perfect base and a one-stop destination for
the production of projects of any scale and
complexity.
Founded in 2002 as a small production
company, Film.UA quickly developed into a
complete multi-media destination and an
undisputed leader on the Ukrainian media
market.
Today Film.UA Group is comprised of
over 20 companies. It has produced nearly
3.000 hours of content and distributed titles
to more than 80 territories worldwide. The
company has won great acclaim at major international festivals with 47 awards and 45
nominations.
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ere you surprised to find out
that an Italian production company is interested in coproducing
with you?
We were flattered to be approached by
an Italian production company, as it’s
a proof of the quality of our production and creative vision. And while we
have experience doing projects for Italian companies, it’s the first time we are
partnering with an Italian company as
equal partners to jointly develop a project for the international market. Film.
UA and Ruvido Produzioni share the
same vision and drive and we couldn’t be
more excited about partnering up with
them.
Russian companies used to be your
main partners here. How has the situation changed since the ban of Russian productions in Ukraine?
When there’s will, there’s a way. We
are keeping the working relationships
with our Russian partners and are trying to work out solutions that would satisfy both markets. But, of course, things
can get tricky, as Ukrainian and Russian
markets are growing increasingly divergent. We are, in the meantime, focusing
on other European markets more now.
What would be the cost of shooting in
your studios? For example a series or
a documentary production, post-production or CGI?
That would depend on the project
requirements, of course. Give us a script
or a treatment, and we can run an estimate. But it’s safe to say it would be
noticeably cheaper than in any of the EU
countries and cheaper now than even a

year ago in Ukraine. The local currency
devaluation (as much as 200% against
the euro in the course of last year) means
now is the perfect time for European
producers to consider doing projects in
Ukraine.
What do companies who want to shoot
in Kiev need to know before they come
here?
The major concern for most European
producers is, of course, safety, given the
ongoing conflict with Russia in Eastern Ukraine. One thing to remember is
that Ukraine is a huge country. There’s a
1.000 km distance between Kiev and the
conflict zone, so you could just as well
be in a totally different country. Kiev is
very safe. It’s business as usual, and as
an evidence to that we are hosting the
annual Kiev Media Week in Kiev in September, with producers and distributors
flying in from both Europe and America.
We also have a pool of talent on
standby. As there are fewer projects with
Russia now, the best people of our production crew are readily available to
work on international projects.
You have been extremely successful
with your original crime series The
Sniffer. What new projects do you have
in the pipe?
We have a couple of scripted projects in
development. We’ll be pitching them
at MIPCOM. These are intended for the
international markets and the story lines
and the format reflect that. We are also
focusing on docudramatical series, successfully merging the genres of fiction
and documentary. It’s a great way to
showcase our computer graphics. ▪

POPCORN
BUILDING BRIDGES
TIME

BUILDING BRIDGES

nel, which will be more than a traditional television. What
is your concept for this non-traditional channel?
ETV+ is aiming to be a multimedia channel that allows viewers
to participate actively in television and radio, website, video
blogs, social media, apps and events. It gives a voice to everybody, who wishes to contribute to the development of the local society regardless of the nationality and native language.
For example, together with Baltic Film and Media School’s
students we’ll develop a cross-media project, where real stories
told by real children will be transformed into animation and
it will be shown on ETV+ in spring.

ETV+

Ready to Launch
The Estonian public broadcaster will launch its new channel for Russian speakers ETV+ this month. In an exclusive interview with Iliyan Stoychev, ERR board
member Ainar Ruussaar explains what is hidden behind their concept for a
new generation multimedia channel.

Ainar Ruussaar
ERR board member
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AINAR RUUSSAAR is a board
member of Estonian Public Broadcasting. He studied
Journalism at the University of Tartu in Estonia and has
worked for newspaper Päevaleht. He has been Chief Editor at Sõnumileht and also
in news agency Baltic News
Service. In his experience
he was also Programme Director and Chairman of the
board of Estonian Television.
He was an adviser in the reformation of public broadcasting in Georgia. Over the years
he has worked as a journalist in many countries such as
Armenia, Russia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Georgia, Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

What was the initial idea for the creation of a Russian-language channel in Estonia?
ETV+ was created as a high quality public television channel for
the local Russian-speaking people. Its aim is to make the Russian-speaking audience in Estonia more visible, to show different opinions and to share local news in Russian language. ETV+
will also be socially active, involve local people in the creation
of the content and support local social and culture initiatives.
Every fourth Estonian speaks Russian. What was the reaction of Estonian society to the idea of Russian-language
channel in the country?
ETV+ is a lively discussed topic in the Estonian society, there is
a lot of media interest toward the creation of the channel. Estonian society is mainly interested in the idea and looking forward
to watch the production and to get introduced to the promising Estonian journalists, whose working language in Russian.
ERR describes ETV+ as a new generation multimedia chan-

What will be the other programming highlights of the
channel?
In fact we’ll consider that all our production is the highlight.
In fall ETV+ will be first to show local football matches with
commentaries by local reporters in Russian language.
We are also planning to show films made by local film
makers and of course documentaries, classical movies etc.
from UK, USA, Germany, Russia and Austria. We will also
show films directed by the best Russian contemporary film directors. Unfortunately, very often these films don’t make it to
the Estonian movie theatres because of the limited audience.
What genres are you going to focus on and what will be the
criteria when picking finished programs?
Right now we are focusing on edutainment and entertainment
content with a focus on local life – art, music, people’s stories,
ecology and naturally daily news. Although 80% of the content is entertainment, we will also produce analytical and discussion programs, where more serious social, economic and political
questions will be discussed and analyzed. Important are also daily independent news programs following the best journalistic traditions.

es in media, TV, journalism and production topics every year.
There has been information that Nordic countries are
offering the broadcasting rights to TV shows dubbed in
Russian, German partners are willing to provide Russian
translation to news and documentaries, and American
diplomats have been negotiating with US film studios in
support of the channel. What are the results of these initiatives?
This is a question for the diplomats of these countries. ERR has
discussed with the diplomats residing in Estonia the different possibilities how their countries can help along to launch
ETV+. Agreement has been signed with Deutsche Welle. Germany, the Nordic countries and USA have offered to help with
training.
How can you reassure the public that the channel will not
turn into a propaganda platform itself?
One should stress that according to the legislation, ERR is an
independent broadcasting organization and Estonian legislation doesn’t allow to launch a propaganda channel!
Estonian Public Broadcasting is very well known as an independent organization, where journalists have always had
the possibility to create content independently, representing
different viewpoints. ETV+ is building a team of the best journalists, who live in Estonia and whose working language in
Russian. Why should they be different? There is no need to
reassure anybody in not being involved in propaganda. The
result can be seen from the end of September, when ETV+ is
launched.

Julia Kalenda representing discussion show
This concerns everyone

Are you planning any other own
productions, or co-productions
with partners from the region?
Every season we will organize a
multimedia start-up hackathon,
where people who have good ideas
for their own productions are welcome to participate. Hackathon’s
winning team will get a chance
to produce their own multimedia
product at ETV+.
The first one will take place in
fall. There is also big interest towards film and TV training among
locals, so ETV+ would like to widen
the group of television professionals in Estonia by organizing cours25 / TVBIZZ MAGAZINE / KMW 2015
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Ainar Ruusaar (second, right) with members of ETV+ team

What will be the coverage of the channel? Will people living outside Estonia have the technical opportunity to watch
ETV+?
People outside Estonia will be able to watch ETV+ via Internet.

Discussion about the content of
ETV+ at Opinions festival

The main
goal of ETV+
is to create
a platform
that allows
viewers to
participate in.

In April ERR and LTV signed a cooperation agreement for
the development of Russian channels. LTV is planning to
launch its Russian net in 2016. What are the exact aspects
of the cooperation between the two broadcasters?
With the Latvian colleagues we have discussed mostly the possibility to make common acquisitions for the Russian viewers
and co-dubbing i.e. common Russian subtitles for commonly
acquired programs. To my knowledge LTV has not made any final decision about launching a television channel in Russian.
Who works at ETV+? Tell us more about the team.
Around 60-70 people are involved in the development of ETV+ :
editors, talkshow hosts, reporters, sports journalists, directors,
producers and other technical staff. The Head of ETV+ Darja
Saar built a team of the best journalists, who work in Russian
language. There were also different people chosen as talkshow
hosts – actors, a famous journalist and also absolutely new faces from the field of culture.
What are the long-term goals for the development of ETV+?
What market shares is the channel aiming for? How will it
be evaluated that this was a successful project?
The main goal of ETV+ is to create a platform that allows viewers to participate in. ETV+ aims to make every member of the
society to feel that he matters, that his contribution matters.
We wish to do our part in helping people to fulfil their potential by providing them with information, encouragement and
inspiration.
ETV+’s aim is that after 12 months 75% of Russian-speaking
population has heard about the channel and 50% has watched a
program on TV or web for at least 15 minutes per week. ▪

ETV+ will launch on September 28
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MEGOGO for Smart TV

MEGOGO’s media player

MEGOGO’s media player

MEGOGO: It’s not just VOD
In just a few years, MEGOGO has become the leading video on demand provider in Russia, Ukraine and CIS. Victor Chekanov, CEO of
MEGOGO in Russia, tells Alexandra Egumenova how the company
continues to improve its services and business models, increasing
both its subscription base and ad revenues in times of crisis.

new survey by comScore has shown
that you’re the second biggest
locally based video platform in Russia after Mail.ru Group. What are the keys
to this success?
The key of success is in the right combination
of services for the Russian VOD market. It is the
synergy of business models, the availability of
the service on multiple platforms and the presence of attractive content for everyone. Nowadays, MEGOGO works with all known business
models - AVOD, TVOD, SVOD. Any person can
use our app with different connected devices
from the top vendors. And we have the biggest
content library among the online cinemas in
Russia (more than 77.000 video units). That’s
why we got to the top.
The situation on the Russian and Ukrainian
TV markets has changed dramatically. Have
you felt the effects of the crisis?
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First of all, it is not a secret that most contracts
with right owners are done in dollars, and the
instability of the exchange rate has an impact
on the terms and conditions for the supply
of content. That’s why now we see that the
approval of new contracts takes a little more
time than earlier.
Second, fact is that we gain the bigger part
of our revenues from ads and last year we were
faced with significant budget reductions on
the markets in Russia and Ukraine. That forced
us to develop new ad formats and change our
pricing model. This way we took away a small
piece of the TV ad pie after our offer for advertisers became more competitive than before.
As a result, we still see growth for the advertising revenue on the background of a falling
market.
Third, the crisis has forced us to act faster
and smarter in many cases and we accelerate
the release of our new products. One of them is

MEGOGO TV which offers more than 100 channels including interactive TV. And of course,
all of our products are available not only separately, but also in bundles and that makes
them cheaper for loyal users.
Both free and traditional pay TV are losing money and viewers while services like
MEGOGO are constantly increasing their
subscription base and revenues and attract
more advertisers. How do you explain this
trend?
Every market develops and evolves. We decided
to go further than classic online cinema or linear TV services and give our users freedom of
choice: from an extensive VOD catalog and
also a TV package with different traditional TV
channels and interactive TV. MEGOGO is not
just a multiscreen service, it is the future of the
VOD market; it is the synergy of formats where
only the user chooses what and how he wants
to watch it.
You recently launched your own linear channels. What do you aim to achieve with this
new initiative and are you planning to produce your own original content?
This idea was in the air for a long time.
MEGOGO is one of the first services which
made a release with a high quality version. We
understand the changes of media consumption and realize the importance of time saving
during the selection of what and how to watch
today. Summing up this understanding of
technological capabilities (with differences of
Smart TV and mobile platforms, for instance),

we offer the users two alternative ways to consume – one: choose and watch - related to VOD;
and two: trust and watch - related to interactive TV.
People want to see something that suits
their mood and be able to interact with the
content. What product do they need? They need
interactive television from MEGOGO. Both
ways are suitable to different contexts and we
are happy to satisfy one more requirement of
our users - the desire to save time. We analyze
user behavior and try to make not just a competitive product, but one that is useful for people so that it meets their. Our goal is to create
the video service of the future.

MEGOGO is
not just a
multiscreen
service,
but it is
the future
of the VOD
market.

Are you planning new partnerships with the
major broadcasters in the region?
We have been working with major regional
broadcasters for a long time. For example,
in Russia MEGOGO was the first OTT service
which gave access to the federal television
channels. We work with First Channel, Signal
Media, VGTRK, etc.
How active are you on the international
acquisitions market? Besides Russian-language and US productions, are you also
looking into Turkish or Indian titles, for
example?
MEGOGO is an international company and we
buy popular and well-known high-quality content from the majors. At the same time, in our
video library you will find many rare and amazing projects from different countries: Brazil,
India, Thailand and others. We have a team of
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professionals with good experience in the film
market who work in the procurement of content. These people understand and know how
to choose the best movies from a great variety.

MEGOGO oni Phone

More than 48% of video
views amounts to
connected-TV and 35% on Mobile devices

Victor Chekanov,
CEO of MEGOGO
in Russia

VICTOR CHEKANOV has been the CEO of MEGOGO
in Russia since April 2012.
He graduated from Moscow International Higher Business School MIRBIS as Master of Business
Administration with a focus on Strategic Management. He also earned master degrees from ISC Paris (International Business) and London Metropolitan
University (Strategic Management).
He started his career at MTS in 2004 and became Business Development Manager of Solvo International in 2006 before joining TNT as Manager
of Special Projects and Business Development. Between 2008 and 2009 he was Manager of Partnerships at YOTA and Head of Distribution at Rambler
between 2010 and 2012.

MEGOGO is the first legal video platform launched
in 15 CIS countries at the end of 2011 and currently available globally. The video service boasts a
monthly audience of 32 million unique users and
a catalog counting more than 75.000 video units,
including films, documentaries, animation, series,
TV shows, sports and cultural broadcasts, news and
music videos.
The service is available for all types of mobile
devices and a multitude of Smart TVs.
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The number of HDTV users in Russia is constantly increasing, while you seem to be a
step ahead already investing in Ultra HD
content. Tell us more about that.
We think that our users must have the freedom to choose from a wide range of options.
If someone buys a 4K device - most likely he
would want to use its UHD possibilities. That’s
the reason why our content policy is to buy
films in the maximum available quality. This
rule applies to 3D, HD, UHD and other formats
which will appear in the future.
What type of content do MEGOGO users prefer to watch? Are there any major differences by territory?
In general, we try to buy content for all regions
we are present in. That’s why we have small
differences in national content and the main
trend applies to all countries. More than 48% of
the video views comes from connected TVs and
35% from mobile devices. We put greater importance on behavioral characteristics: for example, users watch longer content on Smart-TVs
when they have more free time and shorter videos on mobile devices.
Which are your biggest competitors right
now? What would you say are your advantages compared to them?
We are closely monitoring the development
of the industry and the existing projects, but
we also have lots of ideas and even more tasks
on how to improve our service for users, how
to make them more user-friendly. So now our
main competitor is the time to realize all our
plans.
No matter which services we state as our
competitors - this list can change names, positions and proportions of different platforms,
regions, etc. I’d like to emphasize that our market needs profound internal regulation, and a
set of rules and resources to fight piracy. That
induces having most of the market players
needing to work mutually in different ways.
There is talk of Netflix and Apple TV making
plans to enter the Russian market, in particular. Are you prepared to compete with
them?
Apple has been on the Russian market for two
years now and this fact did not clutter our
development. We are not afraid of the competition. Moreover, we have deep experience in our
markets, so let’s talk about it when they come
to the Russian market. ▪

MIPCOM stand no. P-1.L2, P-1.M1
zdf-enterprises.de

What’s new on
Ukrainian TV?

TVBIZZ Magazine takes a look at some of the most interesting
series and shows premiering in Ukraine this season.
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Public Servant
This new comedy series
comes from Studio Kvartal
95. Public Servant (Sluga Naroda) is a political comedy series about an average, honest person who becomes
the President of Ukraine.

Jewelers Clan

Guess the Box

Jewelers Clan is a daily drama produced by Front Cinema. The story revolves around
the feud between two jeweler families opposing the love
of their children Zoya and
Timur. In 95 episodes the
two young people will have
to overcome many difficulties, including lethal danger,
to achieve their happiness.
The series launched with solid results in the access slot of
Ukraina in mid-August.

Guess the Box is a new talent gameshow
produced by Studio Kvartal 95 for 1+1.
The format features contestants battling
with celebrities in four categories: science, sports, singing and dancing for the
prize of 50.000 hryvnia. In order to win
the contestants have to prove that they
are just as talented as their celebrity rivals. They start with opening the box in
the category they are best in and then
move on to open the others where they
will have to prove their other talents. The
show started with above average results
in its Friday night slot.

Investigators
Investigators is a 56-episode daily detective series produced by
StarLightMedia and Mamas
Production which premiered on
ICTV in September. Police inspectors Daria Kotaeva and Victor Dorofeev complement each
other perfectly, finding hidden
pieces of evidence and masterfully holding interrogations,
leaving no chance for the criminals to get away.

Online 4.0
Blind Marriage
This is a new original format from 1+1
Media in which a psychologist, an astrologer and a sexologist match a perfect couple. The participants meet for
the first time at their wedding. Then,
they move to the project’s house for
7 days, where they get to know each
other and run the household together with the help of the experts. At the
end of the experiment, the couples decide whether they want to remain a
family or not.

Online 4.0 is the sequel to NLO TV’s
comedy series Online, which tells
funny stories from the life of typical blonde Lena and her permanent internet activity.
Everything in her life suits
her well: her husband lets her
spend money, he stopped trying to control her and gave her a
cart blanche. That means she will
be spending even more money,
watching more videos, posting
more pictures, befriending more
people, writing more posts and
making viewers laugh even more.

Nikonov and Co
The 16-episode series Nikonov and Co produced by StarLightMedia, Film.UA and
Mamas Production which will premiere
on ICTV. The main protagonist of the psychological detective Nikonov and Co is a
disabled genius detective with a malign
character, unique analytical skills and
excellent logic. Having received a spine
injury during a mission, Sergey Nikonov does not give up and investigates the
crimes that his superiors have marked
as hopeless cases, in the comfort of his
home. A young, awkward but charming intern, a cadet from the MVD Academy becomes Nikonov’s ‘eyes’, ‘legs’ and
‘arms’. His other sidekick is the young
and attractive therapist Anna Ravinskaya.

Vladimirskaya 15
The characters of Vladimirskaya 15 take
on the most serious cases in Kiev and
try to regain the lost reputation of
the police. People stopped trusting
the officers after the tragic events on
the Maidan, and the capital of the
country is flooded with crimes. The
head of Podolsky PD sees lack of competent personnel and decides to create a response group of professionals
run by Major Dikiy. Each member of
the team is unique in his own way.
Produced by StarLightMedia and
Film.UA with more than 32 episodes
in store.

Relatives
Relatives (Rodstveniki) is another comedy series from
the Kvartal 95 label. Its
main focus will fall on
the relatinships between
fathers and sons.

The Dog
One of the biggest premieres of this fall
on ICTV is the 28-episode action-packed
series The Dog (Pyos). Produced by StarLightMedia together with PRO TV and directed by Nikolay Kaptan and Igor Zabara,
it tells the story of Max, once the best detective in town, who has lost everything:
his job, wife, colleagues, but found a real
friend – a pet. After a series of pursuits,
fights and gunfire exchange, Max and the
Dog solve a mysterious murder and become real partners. In every episode, Max
and Dog try to single out a criminal and
figure out who is the best detective out of
the two.

NO OFFENSE

NO OFFENSE

The Last Moskal
Ukraine’s success story through the eyes of a Russian pro
Mikhail Sokolovsky, Editor-in-Chief at leading Russian channel
Rossiya 1 and writer of numerous hit series, shares his thoughts
on 1+1’s The Last Moskal. This spring the comedy series became the most watched local production in the last five years.

Mikhail Sokolovsky
Editor-in-Chief, Rossiya 1
MIKHAIL ALEXANDROVICH SOKOLOVSKY graduated from the The Moscow State Pedagogical
University in 2002. After working for four years as
a teacher in informatics and mathematics, Mikhail
moved on to become a scriptwriter and playwright.
He has written and co-written more than a
dozen of successful series for leading channels
like Rossiya 1, CTC and NTV in various genres including drama, comedy and crime. His portfolio
includes hits Carmelita, The Talisman of Love, the
Russian versions of Ugly Betty and Law & Order,
etc. He has also authored and worked on several
TV movies and theater plays. Mikhail Sokolovsky
has been Editor-in-Chief at Rossiya 1 since January 2013, while he continues to work on various
projects for TV and cinema.
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he comedy series The Last Moskal (Останнiй москаль), which aired
on the Ukrainian channel 1+1, is an unusual, unexpected and
risky product. It took a lot of courage to talk with humor about the
relationships of two peoples, which seem to be reckoned beyond
redemption; and just the attempt to do so deserves admiration.
The plot is very simple. The protagonist, young spoilt ‘moskal’
Valera, is forced to hide in a Hutsul village, in the house of his
uncle Ivan. The latter is hostile towards his brother, and also to
his nephew. Here, Valera will find a new family, friends and, of
course, love. The story of his transformation from a pretentious
metropolitan guy to a ‘normal person’, by realizing that anyone is
worthy of attention, respect, and love, regardless of where they
come from, comprises Valera’s journey throughout the 16 episodes
of the series. The production enjoyed high ratings, and I think that
the audience responded so quickly because the story cuts deeply
into the decayed relationship between the two countries; it ripped
up the fresh wounds of the painful ‘separation’ of the Ukrainian
and Russian people who are related by their common history, family ties and akin languages that let people understand each other
without the help of a translator.
The characters fearlessly pronounce such words as ‘moskal’
(derogatory term for Muscovites) and ‘khokhol’ (derogatory term
for Ukrainians), which in any other circumstances are perceived
as offensive. But it was not like this in the series and I could not
help but feel that the authors were laughing at themselves; and
self-irony is the best type of humor. I would like to particularly
note the character of Kseniya (portrayed by Galina Bezruk). Not
only is she a very beautiful young woman who plays a proud Hutsul; it is also fascinating how she switches between Russian and
Ukrainian so easily, highlighting the fact that the language problem is made up and quite solvable. The viewer forgives the evident

weaknesses of the series because the authors address serious and
acute issues and do so in such an easy way. And there are some
weaknesses, of course.
First, I did not fully understand the genre of the series. What is
it? A sitcom? A lyrical comedy? A dramedy? I watched the first two
and the last episode of the first season and could not understand
that. Sometimes the characters try to act funny, while the familiar laugh track is missing. Other characters are excessively serious and play real drama: for example, Uncle Ivan. There are lyrical scenes which are worthy of real melodrama; and sometimes
the entire village starts chasing after the protagonist, reminding
the scenes from The Benny Hill Show. Such multi-genre composition
requires very solicitous attitude towards the material; otherwise,
the viewer gets thrown off the course not understanding the ongoing events, which unfortunately happens here often. I think the
problem is that the same characters are involved in scenes of various genres. For example, Golova Mikityuk (the head of the village) – is not just a comical character but a ‘wiseman’ as well. The
‘wisdoms’ he speaks, however, lose their power when we see him
participate in the chase of Valera and the exaggerated acts of fainting and rolling his eyes. Thus, the poly-genresness of the product does not work out, and the steady flow of perception is lost.
Second, the authors are demonstrating changing levels of
humor. Sometimes we see an unbelievable story on how Shtefan
fed the neighbor’s pigs with fat burner so they could not compete against his pigs. Another time we observe the same character
demonstratively take out a new bottle of gorilka from under the
table to substitute for the one that his ill-tempered wife took away.
The jokes about men’s excessive drinking and women’s everlasting grumble about that are predictable and not funny anymore.
And yet, since drinking and grumbling remain a part of our lives,

the authors should come up with a way to talk about these issues
from a new angle. After all, they can joke about Maidan and lustrations which looks surprising and fresh.
Third, based on the conventions of the genre, the viewer
expects that Valera will meet his love in the first episode. But this
happens in the second one and already looks unnecessary since it
comes too late. The love line seems to be just a background, which
is a pity. I think the writers should have made Valera meet Kseniya
earlier, instead of the endless waiting at Bodi’s table.
Fourth, I have to note a certain screenplay negligence when,
for example, Bogdan’s wife did not let him drink with his friends
at first, and in the next sequence we see her drinking next to
them. Maybe, the explanation of Marichka’s change in behavior
got lost during montage but such obvious inconsistencies bother
the audience and do not allow to believe in the authenticity of the
events, which may cause loss of interest.
Still, I will repeat again, this is just nit-picking compared to
this by all means successful attempt to talk about the current,
serious and painful matters with this kind of good humor and
without pathos. By ridiculing the provinciality of the villagers,
as well as the ‘pampered’ people from the capital, we are looking
at ourselves and the people around us, seeing the funny and awkward within us, but also the touching and dignified.
The main merit of The Last Moskal is the fact that in the end,
the audience falls in love with both, the Hutsuls and spoilt Valera. The latter, however, had to give up his metropolitan personality, while the villagers had to stop hating all moskals indiscriminately. The characters of the series achieved what other people
from both sides of the border dream of. I think much of the great
success of the project is due to the fact that it shows how to get
back to the normal, peaceful, and friendly life. ▪
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CTC Media

through the years

JUNE 2008
Over the past 25 years CTC Media has grown from a small
network of stations to one of the biggest private media holdings in CIS. We take a look back at some of the key moments
in the history of this great TV enterprise.

MARCH 2005

Rodnyansky leaves.
Anton Kudryashov
is appointed CEO

OCTOBER 2008

SEPTEMBER 2007

JANUARY 2002

DECEMBER 1996

SEPTEMBER 2010

CTC Media opens
its own sales
house EvereCT-C

CTC launches after AMTV,
Channel 6 and
several other networks
start airing the
same national
program

MARCH 1999

SEPTEMBER 2005

CTC changes its logo
once again, launches
Daddy’s Daughters

MTG buys a 37%
stake in the
company
CTC launches Poor Nastya – Russia’s biggest
international hit sold
in more than 34 countries

Alpha Bank buys
25% share in the
channel

FEBRUARY 2008

CTC Media buys
20% in Channel 31
Kazakhstan for
$65 million

The local version of Ugly Betty
launches on CTC

NOVEMBER 2001

JUNE 2007

CTC Media buys 51%
stake in Moldova’s
Teledixi SRL and
Muzic Ramil SRL for
$4.1 million

CTC’s One Night of Love
is nominated for an
International Emmy
Award

MARCH 2008

AUGUST 2005

MAY 2002

Alexander Tsekalo
leaves the position
as Head of Entertainment to join Perviy

SEPTEMBER 1997
JUNE 2006
CTC which is
owned by StoryFirst Communications changes
its logo for the
first time
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NOVEMBER 2012

JUNE 2012

Kitchen starts breaking audience records

Yury Kovalchyuk’s
National Media
Group (NMG) acquires Alfa Group’s
25.17% stake in CTC
Media for $1.1 billion

Boris Podolsky is
appointed CEO

FEBRUARY 2012
OCTOBER 2009

DECEMBER 2012
DECEMBER 2010

CTC marks its
growing popularity with a
new image

Alexander Rodnyansky, head of
Ukraine’s 1+1, is
appointed GM of
CTC, replacing Roman Petrenko

DTV is rebranded to Peretz.
Murugov announces CTC
will become “a Disneyland
à la russe”, an amusement
and entertainment park for
the whole family

MAY 2011

Domashny launches

OCTOBER 2003

OCTOBER 2011

SEPTEMBER 2004

StoryFirst Communications is renamed
to CTC Media

Company
performs
IPO and lists
on NASDAQ

DECEMBER 2007

CTC Media buys
DTV from MTG
for approximately
$395 million

CTC launches
the local adaptation of Everybody Loves
Raymond – The
Voronins

The Eighties is
the biggest premiere on the
channel for the
past three years

CTC Media
launches online
video service
videomore.ru

SEPTEMBER 2008
JULY 2011
The Nanny ends
after 7 seasons

CTC Media acquires prodcos
Costafilm and
Soho Media for
$40 million and
$10 million, respectively

Viktoria Shulzhenko
is appointed Programming Director of CTC,
joining from 1+1

Vyacheslav Murugov
is appointed General
Producer of CTC Media and GM of CTC

CTC Media
merges production companies
Costafilm and
Soho Media to
form Story First
Production

SEPTEMBER 2012

CTC revamps its profile and logo, changes
target to 10-45 with a
family profile
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FEBRUARY 2013

AUGUST 2014

NOVEMBER 2014

MARCH 2014
JANUARY 2015
CTC Mediа’s first transmedia project Real Love reaches 52 million people with 30 million video views

US sanctions against
Russia announced.
CTC Media shares on
NASDAQ start sliding

NOVEMBER 2013

Elmira Makhmutova is
appointed Head of CTC,
effective January 2015,
replacing Murugov

Roman Sarkisov
leaves CTC Media
and the GM position
at CTC Love

JANUARY 2014
OCTOBER 2014

JUNE 2014
CTC ranks among
Interbrand’s Top
20 most valuable
brands in Russia

Lika Blank is appointed GM of Domashny, replacing
Natalia Korotkova

AUGUST 2013

First rumors about
upcoming new
channel CTC Kids

NOVEMBER 2014

CTC Media content
launches on Hulu in
the US

SEPTEMBER 2014

DECEMBER 2013
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CTC Media confirms
non-binding offer from UTH
Russia for the purchase of a
75% interest in the company’s
Russian (and Kazakhstan)
business operations. MTG
lists its CTC Media interest as
‘discontinued operation’

JULY 2015

APRIL 2014

Junior League concludes season 1 as
leader on TV and the web

Ruben Oganesyan is appointed Head of Peretz,
joining from U TV
where he served as GM

CTC Media buys a 51%
stake in CarambaTV,
producer of digital and
transmedia content,
for 148 million rubles.
Company shuts down
Moldovan channel

AUGUST 2015

What’s next? The net
profit of the holding in
January-June 2015 declined from 2.06 billion
to 753.1 million rubles.
The revenue decreased
25%, down to 9.7 billion
rubles

JUNE 2015

CTC Love launches, targeing the
young adult audience aged 11-34
with a focus on
women of 18-25
Yuliana Slashcheva is appointed
CEO, succeeding
Boris Podolsky

CTC Media’s capitalization on NASDAQ drops below $1
billion , down more
than 50% on an annual basis

JULY 2014

MARCH 2014

JULY 2015

NOVEMBER 2014

Ruslan Sorokin
is appointed Executive Producer
of CTC Media

The State Duma unanimously approves the
law that limits foreign
ownership in Russian
mass media from 50%
to 20%

CTC Media, National
Media Group (NMG) and
VGTRK announce the
creation of a joint movie
production studio headed by Vyacheslav Murugov who effectively left
the holding

DECEMBER 2014

First reports
that CTC Media
is looking for a
buyer, leading to
a new major decline of its value
on NASDAQ

After the company’s revenues
dropped 1.5 times
in Q1 its NASDAQ
shares declined
to $2.56 – the
lowest level of
capitalization of
the holding since
its IPO in 2006

UTH’s “humiliating offer” to buy
75% of CTC Media
for $200 million
pushes the company’s shares below $2
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PROGRAMMING

CEETV’s hottest news
of the year so far
CEETV is the largest web source for news and TV market
intelligence from Central and Eastern Europe.These are the
most read news on www.ceetv.net in the first half of 2015.

RATINGS

Fox has a new hit
Star Media adapts The Mentalist
Star Media announced that it will begin
production on a Ukrainian version of US
drama format The Mentalist, created by
Bruno Heller. Production will be carried
out in Ukraine, as announced by the
head of Star Media Vlad Ryashin.

Fox Turkey has come up with the latest
drama hit in Turkey. Launched in the
first week of February, Love Again improved on its premiere results. The new
series averaged 10.80 rating and 23.64%
share in total viewers and 12.32/27.74%
share in the AB demo, easily winning
the day in the key targets.

TOP 3

Perviy makes first moves on the
SVOD market

First crisis measures:
CTC Media to let go up
to a hundred people
The CEO of CTC Media
Yuliana Slashcheva confirmed the staff cuts of
around 70 people. Most of
these positions, according
to her, are not real people
but unfilled job openings.
Last year, the holding cut
60 people. ‘For me it is
important to keep the key
employees; that is why the
level of staff reduction is
minimal. We save money
on giving up the bonuses
for the employees and top
management,’ Slashcheva
said. The top management
of CTC Media receives
significant bonuses at the
end of the year.

RTL Passion, RTL Crime
and RTL Living launch
in Croatia

MTG announces
changes in
management

RTL Croatia has announced that RTL Group’s
thematic channels RTL
Passion, RTL Crime and
RTL Living are launching
on March 12. The plans
is to replace the channel
RTL Plus in the pay TV
networks and extend
the broadcaster’s family
of specialized channels
to five, adding up RTL2
Croatia and kids net RTL
Kockica. RTL Passion will
be airing hits like Magnificent Century and Rosa
Salvaje and many other
series focusing on love,
passion and intrigue. RTL
Living will be offering
lifestyle content and its
main titles include The
Ellen DeGeneres Show,
Property Brothers and Undercover Boss. RTL Crime
will be showing the CSI
franchise and many other
crime classics.

Modern Times Group
(MTG) made changes to
its management structure. MTG Executive
Vice President Jette
Nygaard-Andersen now
also becomes CEO of the
Group’s Central European
free-TV, radio and local
digital operations (in the
Baltics, Czech Republic
and Bulgaria), and CEO of
MTG Broadcasting Technology. Marek Singer steps
down as MTG Executive
Vice President to take on
the full time role as CEO of
MTG’s Prima TV joint venture in the Czech Republic. MTG also announced
the appointment with
immediate effect of MTG
Executive Vice President
Anders Jensen as CEO of
MTG Sweden; Kim Poder
as CEO of MTG Denmark;
and Trygve Rønningen as
CEO of MTG Norway.

CEETV is the only professional platform for television
intelligence in Central and Eastern Europe.
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On February 18 Perviy launched the series Slava (Fame) about the famous hockey
player Vyacheslav Fetisov. Internet users
could get access to the show on the
website kino.1tv.ru. This site is the new
project of Perviy, where the channel will
hold online premieres of new series and
movies of the channel on a subscription
basis. Viewers will have to pay 200 rubles
(2.6 euros) to watch the four episodes of
Fame. Petr Shepin, CCO of Perviy, said
that he thinks the viewers are ready to
pay for content. He also disclosed that
the channel will split the revenue from
the sales of the show online with the
producers Pimanov and Partners. On
February 14 Perviy also launched a new
dancing format Tancui! (Dance!).

M&A/FINANCIALS

APPOINTMENTS

CME denies sale of key operations
Central European Media Enterprises
(CME) has once again refuted rumors
about the potential sale of some of its
key activities in CEE. The company’s
co-CEO Christoph Mainusch who is
also the head of Czech operations Nova
Group dismissed in an interview the
speculations about potential sale of some
of CME’s assets. Mainusch, however,
confirmed that the sale of other, non-key
operations, is continuing. CME sold its
Bontonfilm in the Czech Republic and is
continuing to sell some of its non-core
operations in Romania. The company
also looks at revenues not linked to advertising, i.e. carriage fees.

Pro TV gets new Programming
Director
As of January 2015 Pro TV has a new Programming Director. The new executive
is Greek native Stella Litou who used to
be the Head of Strategy and Development
for Nova Broadcasting Group in Bulgaria,
part of Modern Times Group. She will be
replacing Austrian Dr. Wolfgang Hofer
who used to be Pro TV’s programming
director since last year.

Slovenia’s most watched shows this
spring
The biggest rivals are the infamous
reality shows The Bar on Planet TV and Big
Brother on Kanal A. Slovenians also like
to watch Saturday night’s show Perfect
Wedding on POP TV. According to Pro
Plus, this show was watched by 24.4%
of all viewers aged 18-54. My Man Can on
Planet TV was watched by 12.3% of the
audience. TVS1’s Saturday night project
No Kidding scores 8.9/21% share of the total
audience. Monday’s evening show The
Day of the Most Beautiful Dream on POP TV
got 33.4% share.

Boutos leaves Antenna Group
MTG sells Viasat3 and Viasat6 to Sony
MTG announced it has signed an agreement to sell its Hungarian free-TV operations, comprising the channels Viasat3
and Viasat6 and the catch-up service
Viasat Play, to Sony Pictures Television
Networks for an undisclosed cash consideration. Following the acquisition,
SPT Networks will have a 6.4% audience
share of the commercially important
18-49 demographic in Hungary, making
it the fourth biggest cable/satellite/multichannel operator in the country.

Antenna Group has decided to end the
contract of Petros Boutos, head of inhouse prodco Ants Production Hub. The
decision comes as part of the ongoing
restructuring process at the broadcaster. Boutos, former Program Director
of Mega Channel, joined Antenna in
December 2013 with the goal to set up
a production company which would
provide content for the group. However,
most of the productions which came out
under the Ants banner did not cover the
expectations. Antenna said the prodco
will continue to operate.

Bulgaria’s spring ratings war has
begun

Nova announces five formats for
spring
Nova TV Bulgaria airs five big formats
this spring: three returning and two
brand new. As CEETV reported first, the
net has acquired social reality experiment Married at First Sight from Red Arrow
International and will also debut the
local version of entertainment format I
Can Do That! from Armoza Formats. Nova
will return with new seasons of Your
Face Sounds Familiar, Kitchen Nightmares and
Families at the Crossroads.

The spring TV season in Bulgaria began
in full swing on March 3 with both
Nova and bTV launching their flagship
projects. Both channels issued press
releases, claiming they had triumphant
launches but based on different data
from the two peoplemeters agencies operating in the country. bTV announced
data from GARB according to which
MasterChef was the leader in its 20.0021.00 timeslot with 37.7% share in total
viewers and 43.4% share in the commercial demo. Nova TV Bulgaria said that
according to Mediaresearch (Nielsen), it
had 30.0% share for Your Face Sounds Familiar in the 20.00-21.50 slot and 31.1% share
in the commercial demo.

Pro TV changes form of ownership
Romania’s leading broadcaster Pro TV
has changed its form of ownership.
The reasons: “PRO TV has changed its
legal form from a joint stock company
(JSC) into a limited liability company
(LLC) due to reasons of internal administration. Authorities and business
partners were informed of this change
which does not affect in any way the
work organization or contractual relations.” CME Media Enterprises BV holds
99.999997% of Pro TV’s shares.

BNT appoints new board member
and new Program Director
Bulgarian pubcaster BNT has appointed
Desislava Preobrazhenska to its managing board. She will be responsible for
the Technical Upgrades and European
Programs Policy. BNT has also appointed Apostol Penchev as its new Program
Director. The former programming chief
and head of television of bTV will head
all of BNT’s channels – BNT1, BNT World
and BNT HD and will work closely with
their directors.
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DISTRIBUTION

Another Turkish series set for a US
remake
Following NBC’s commission of a local
remake of Game of Silence, another series
has been sold for adaptation in the
US. Production studio Electus will be developing the US version of action series
Reaction, which aired on Star TV last fall.
The series distributed by Global Agency
sees two bitter enemies join forces to
protect the state from foreign threats in
a new top-secret organization.

Armoza announces fresh deals in
Hungary and Serbia
Leading Serbian prodco MBK Productions
and an undisclosed Hungarian party
have become the latest to pick up Armoza Formats’ primetime entertainment
shows The People’s Choice. The People’s Choice
(60’-90’) is a primetime live TV event
that takes audience engagement to the
next level and tests how well we know
our nation by presenting viewers with
the most trending, thought-provoking
and entertaining dilemmas. The format
has now been taken in over 10 territories. Serbia’s MBK have also acquired the
rights to another of Armoza’s primetime
entertainment shows I Can Do That!.

Former MediaPro exec wants to
launch two niche channels
Andrei Boncea, former GM of MediaPro
Pictures and also a close friend and former aid of Adrian Sarbu, has requested
the National Audiovisual Council (CNA)
for two satellite broadcasting licenses for
two new niche channels – one for cooking and one for comedy. The company
through which he has filed for the licenses is called Syndicast and was set up
in August 2014 and is owned entirely by
Boncea, paginademedia.ro reports. The
names of the two stations are GustArte
and Comedia.
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Draft bill reduces Hungarian ad tax
Central European Media Enterprises
(CME) has once again refuted rumors
about the potential sale of some of its
key activities in CEE. The company’s
co-CEO Christoph Mainusch who is
also the head of Czech operations Nova
Group dismissed in an interview the
speculations about potential sale of some
of CME’s assets. Mainusch, however,
confirmed that the sale of other, non-key
operations, is continuing. CME sold its
Bontonfilm in the Czech Republic and is
continuing to sell some of its non-core
operations in Romania. The company
also looks at revenues not linked to advertising, i.e. carriage fees.

DIGITAL

Netflix to launch in the Czech
Republic no later than 2016
SVOD service Netflix will launch in the
Czech Republic no later than 2016, as
confirmed by the company’s communications head Cliff Edwards. In neighboring countries, Netflix is available only in
Germany and Austria.
There are several similar services in the
CR which offer SVOD content. Topfun
was the first one but has suffered from
a lack of new content in the last year.
There is another service called Banaxi,
also known as Clubcard Kino. The service
is operated by Tesco. Nova has a similar
service which is also operated by CME in
other countries – Voyo.

The Bulgarian ad market remains
flat
Based on data by the Bulgarian Association of Communications Agencies,
The Bulgarian ad market remains flat.
Investment in advertising in 2014 were
307 million BGN which is a negligible
growth of 0.7% compared to 2013. The
difference between the gross numbers
and the real invested money net is
almost 80%. TV remains the preferred
channel with 60% of the media mix. TV
grew with 5.3% gross – in net numbers it
dropped with 2.5%. Outdoor had 14% of
the mix and grew with 9%. Press grew
with 3% net, radio with 8%. Internet ad
market (display) totaled 45.2 million
BGN, i.e. 14.4% growth gross but in net
numbers this was a drop of 8%.

Bulgarian DTT hits a bump
Government officials have previously
called the transition from analog to
digital TV broadcasting in Bulgaria a
success, but now some of them admit
it wasn’t a success at all. With over 80%
of penetration of pay-TV in the country
and the battle between operators with
low prices and attractive offers, free DTT
failed to interest viewers. NURTS Bulgaria posted write-offs of 44.5 million BGN
for last year, due to the lack of new clients for the multiplex and the fact that
current clients are leaving the service.
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Polish ad market grows 2.7% in 2014
The Polish ad market in 2014 attracted
7.28 billion PLN net (after discounts).
This represents a 2.7% growth over
2013 when it attracted 7.08 billion PLN.
The positive trend was driven by the
recovery of the local economy, with the
ad market benefiting from the trade
and pharmaceutical sectors. TV grew
with 5.6% to 3.8 billion, online with
6.4% to 1.6 billion, radio with 6.3% to 593
million. Magazines dropped with 14.5%
to 437 million, outdoor with 0.8% to 433
million, press with 16.4% to 306 million
and cinema with 2% to 97.5 million.

Hungarians spend more time
browsing the web than watching TV
A new study by Telenor among 1.400
respondents has shown that Hungarians
now spend more time browsing the web
than watching TV. Over one third (34.7%)
said they spend more than four hours on
the web, while only 12.3% of them spend
the same time watching TV; 48.8% said
they watch TV for more than 2 hours,
while 67.5% responded that 2 hours is the
minimum time they spend on the web.▪
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